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Net sales increased thanks to continued growth in businesses defined as independent growth areas, 
including IT solutions and industrial equipment.

Operating income rose 200 million yen due to continued reductions in expenses.

Profit attributable to owners of parent fell slightly due to the 700 million yen gain on sale of 

investment securities recorded a year earlier.

I am also pleased to announce that net sales and income rose for the full year as well.
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This is a summary of results for the fourth quarter.
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Next is an outline of per-segment results for the fourth quarter.
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This is a summary of results for the full 2017 fiscal year.
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Next is an outline of per-segment results for the full year.
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We enjoyed strong sales in areas such as network cameras and IT solutions in the fourth quarter, but 
production printing sales fell, resulting in a 1% year on year decrease for the segment, down to 85.9 billion 
yen. Operating income fell 200 million yen year on year to 3.7 billion yen due to a decrease in gross income 
from lower sales.

In terms of planned performance, sales fell short by 4.9 billion yen due to major hardware and production 
printing failing to achieve planned levels. Operating income, however, was largely according to plan.

(Office MFPs) Sales volume rose year on year after winning a large project for color MFPs from a major 
customer and gaining new customers from mid-sized firms. Shipped volume for the full year rose year on year, 
marking three consecutive years of record shipments since 2015.

(Laser printers) Although we have seen a declining trend in regular offices due to continued consolidation into 
MFPs, sales volume rose year on year from multiple large projects involving A3-sized monochrome models and 
continued strong performance among special business categories. As for market share over the full year, based 
on Canon research, we have maintained our leading market share in laser printer units for 26 years running. 
Sales of toner cartridges also rose year on year on the back of continued growth among special business 
categories.

(Maintenance services) While print volume has continued to rise due to the expanded number of units 
operating in the market, sales dipped slightly year on year due to a fall in unit maintenance service prices.

(Production printing) Shipments of the color-on-demand models such as the imagePRESS C850/C650 
performed strongly by satisfying the demand for in-house printing at offices, but sales declined compared with 
the same period of the preceding year due to delayed shipment of new continuous feed printers and other 
factors.

(Network cameras) We enjoyed a continued strong performance from projects for surveillance at offices and 
stores. Shipped volume also rose due to an increase in joint venture projects, and sales rose year on year.

(IT solutions) Document solutions for financial institutions and cloud-based businesses such as the “HOME” IT 
support cloud service for small-to-medium-sized companies drove brisk performance in this category. The 
number of licenses for our ESET anti-virus software also continued to grow.

(Canon systems and support)
The IT solutions business performed strongly, particularly in the areas of IT maintenance services and cloud-
related businesses, but sales fell 29.4 billion yen year on year due to a fall in laser printer projects. Operating 
income was 1.1 billion yen, up 100 million yen year on year, primarily due to reduced SG&A expenses.

(Canon production printing systems)
Sales fell to 4.1 billion yen, a 28% drop year on year, due to factors including the delayed shipment of new 
continuous feed printer models. The fall in gross income associated with lower sales pushed operating income 
100 million yen into the red, representing a 400 million yen decrease year over year.
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IT solutions recorded fourth quarter net sales of 36.5 billion yen, a 17% year on year rise, due 
to steady performance of the SI services business, IT infrastructure and services business and 
products business despite a decline in the embedded business. Operating income also rose 300 
million year over year to 1.3 billion yen due to reduced SG&A expenses in addition to higher 
gross income from increased sales.

In relation to planned performance, the significant growth of the products business led to net 
sales 2.9 billion yen higher than planned. Income was 300 million yen higher than planned levels 
thanks to higher gross income from surging sales.

(SI services business)
Sales in the SI services business rose year on year after a hike in orders from the financial sector 
and academic institutions. For the financial sector, we handled more projects involving systems 
integration for card issuers and securities firms, while among academic institutions, we primarily 
made gains in projects for universities.

(IT infrastructure and services business)
The IT infrastructure and services business enjoyed healthy performance related to data center 
services and infrastructure building projects, with sales rising year on year.

(Embedded business)
The embedded business produced strong performance in applications for the automotive 
industry, but sales declined year over year due to fewer projects for principal customers in the 
manufacturing sector.

(Products business)
Sales in the products business jumped year on year on the back of brisk performance with 
security-related products such as ESET as well as IT products.

(Canon IT Solutions) sales rose to 22.7 billion yen, up 8% year on year, while operating income 
was 1.5 billion yen, a 300 million yen increase over same period in the preceding year.
[Orders and order backlog] both rose respectively, thanks to strong performance with SI 
business projects for the financial sector and data center services under the IT infrastructure 
and services business.
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Here we see overall sales for IT solutions.

Among the sales other than the IT Solutions Segment, sales in the Business Solutions segment rose, as 
mentioned earlier.

Included in the overall sales of IT Solutions, IT security sales increased due to strong sales of the ESET 
anti-virus software. However, sales of some security-related products declined as a rebound from 
significant growth in the same period of the preceding year. Even so, the growth trend in the fourth 
quarter remained unchanged, and we also recorded an increase over the full year.

Please note that from this point onward, sales of Backup Solutions will be added to the sales of IT 
Security in the interests of preserving corporate data.
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[Imaging Systems]

In the fourth quarter, sales of inkjet printers and ink cartridges fell to 52.8 billion yen, a 6% year-on-

year drop. Operating income fell to 6.7 billion yen, 700 yen lower than the same period last year, 

due to a decline in gross income from lower ink cartridge sales.

In relation to planned performance, sales fell short by 4.7 billion yen due to larger than expected 

declines in digital interchangeable lens camera and ink jet cartridge sales. However, operating 

income ended 200 million yen above the planned level as a result of cost reductions including 

advertising and sales promotion expenses.

(Digital interchangeable lens cameras

Mirrorless cameras underwent considerable growth thanks to the release of the EOS M100 in 

October. However, the shift to mirrorless cameras has proceeded due to narrower sales of old 

models among entry-level digital SLR cameras as a matter of policy, with total unit sales declined 

year on year as a result. In terms of market share for the full year, we easily led the market among 

digital interchangeable lens cameras overall.

(Compact digital cameras)

In addition to a rebound from the same period last year when the number of shipped units was much 

lower due to the Kumamoto Earthquake, high-priced models performed strongly, resulting year on 

year rise in units shipped.

(Inkjet printers)

Sales volume declined year on year due to slumping demand for New Year’s greeting cards and a 

sluggish market. Sales of inkjet cartridges were also down year over year. For the full year, Canon 

maintained its leading market share in inkjet printers for the fourth year running.

(Commercial imaging equipment)

Sales rose year on year due to large orders for broadcast TV lenses and strong sales of the EOS 

C200 digital cinema camera released in July.
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In the fourth quarter, industrial and medical sales rose to 8.2 billion, an 8% year on year 

improvement, while operating income reached 100 million, representing a positive shift of 800 

million yen compared with the same quarter last year. 

We fell short of planned performance by 1.2 billion yen due to sales in the industrial and medical 

segments failing to reach expected levels. Income, on the other hand, beat expectations by 100 

million yen due to reductions in SG&A expenses.

(Industrial segment)

In terms of industrial equipment, we saw considerable growth in semiconductor manufacturing 

equipment,  inspection and measurement equipment and maintenance services due to the ongoing 

boom in semiconductor-related markets. Businesses outside semiconductor-related markets also 

performed strongly, and sales rose year over year. The higher sales also boosted income.

(Medical segment)

In the medical segment, although we benefited from the brisk performance of new digital 

radiography products, sales of X-ray film and pharmaceutical dispensing-related products struck a 

weaker note, resulting year on year decrease in sales. Income improved significantly due to progress 

made in business restructuring. The absence of goodwill amortization, which applied to the same 

period of the previous year, also contributed to income.

(Canon Lifecare Solutions) Sales slid to 2.8 billion yen, down 18% year over year, while operating 
income improved to 100 million yen, a positive shift of 100 million yen compared with the same 
period of the preceding year.
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This is a summary of our projections for 2018.

We plan to achieve increased sales and income.



Starting from January this year, we transitioned to a new organizational structure from the existing 
one based on products and sales channels to one based on markets and customers, as part of efforts 
to achieve Phase III of our Long-Term Management Objectives. Now I would like to explain about the 
new segments under this structure.

The Consumer segment is business-to-consumer oriented. Through this segment we will sell Canon 
products such as digital cameras and inkjet printers, along with products from external suppliers, to 
general individual customers. This segment will remain largely unchanged from the Imaging Systems 
segment.

Next, we reorganized our business-to-business focused Business Solutions and IT Solutions 
segments and rearranged them into the Enterprise Segment, which handles large enterprises, and 
the Area Segment, which will cover small and mid-sized firms around Japan. We have also 
established the Professional Segment, which is responsible for specialized fields such as production 
printing and network cameras.

Regarding the sub-segments of the Professional Segment, the Production Printing sub-segment will 
mainly handle the sale of continuous feed printers and high-speed cut sheet printers (mid-range and 
higher) for the printing industry.

We changed the Japanese name for Healthcare to its Japanese equivalent, but along with Industrial 
Equipment, the nature of the segment will not change.

The Imaging Solutions sub-segment includes network cameras as well as commercial video 
equipment that was once a part of Imaging Systems.
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These are our projections by segment.

We are only disclosing sales projections at this stage.
We are currently working on a detailed examination of projected operating income and will brief you 
on this in April.



Now we will look at projections for the new segments, starting with the sub-segments of 
the Professional Segment.

[Production Printing]
This sub-segment mainly specializes in the printing industry and is primarily composed of sales 
generated by Canon Production Printing Systems Inc. This year we will release a delayed 
monochrome continuous feed printer model and expect to boost sales 18% year on year.

[Industrial Equipment]
We expect the semiconductor field to continue along a steady growth trajectory. However, we 
do forecast a decline in sales due to the expiry of distributor agreements with some overseas 
partners. Even so, we expect an overall increase in sales of 3% year over year due to increased 
sales of new products.

[Healthcare]
This year the healthcare business will focus on expanding sales of our digital radiography and 
healthcare IT offerings, and we project a 8% rise in sales.

[Imaging Solutions]
This sub-segment consolidates specialized imaging-related fields of network cameras and 
commercial imaging equipment. This year we expand sales growth of 43% year over year due to  
continued rapid growth for network cameras.
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These figures represent our annual projections for our main consumer products in 2018.

[Digital interchangeable lens cameras]

We expect last year’s expansion of the mirrorless camera market to continue this year. We will 
aggressively release new products and roll out sales promotions, and expect to achieve 
significant growth in this market. On the other hand, digital SLR cameras will continue to trend 
downwards as customers increasingly shift to entry-level mirrorless models, and we expect total 
shipped volume of digital interchangeable lens cameras to decrease by 2% year over year.

Note that we expect strong sales of our mid-range digital SLR cameras. Accordingly, we will 
encourage consumers to step up from entry-level models including mirrorless cameras and 
make every effort to secure profitability in conjunction with expanded interchangeable lens 
sales.

[Compact Digital Cameras]
Although we expect a 10% year on year decline in units sold due to the shrinking market, we 
will make efforts to secure profitability by increasing the percentage of premium and high-
powered zoom products offered at high unit prices.

[Inkjet Printers]

Although we expect a 5% year on year decline in the number of printers we ship due to the 
downward trend of the market, we will try to expand sales of expensive high-end models and 
business-oriented offerings and thus raise sales unit prices in an effort to ensure profitability. We 
expect a 1% year on year decline in ink cartridge sales due to the lower print volume and other 
factors.
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Next are the projections for our main business equipment products.

[MFPs]

We expect shipped units to increase 2% year on year with the release of a new third-generation 
imageRUNNER ADVANCE product, and the acquisition of new mid-sized enterprise customers.

[Maintenance Services]

While print volume will increase due to the higher number of units operating in the market, we 
expect a 1% year on year decrease in sales due to a continued fall in unit prices for maintenance 
services.

[Laser Printers / Laser Printer Cartridges]

While we expect to see a decline in sales to regular offices due to continued consolidation under 
MFPs, we expect a slight year on year increase in units sold due to the winning of major 
contracts and higher sales to specific industries. We project that cartridge sales will grow for 
specific industries, leading to a slight increase in sales year on year.
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Next is an explanation of growth rates for each business area under IT Solutions. Please 
note that non-consolidated figures from Canon IT Solutions are being used here.

[SI services]

We expect SI services provided to the financial sector will continue at the same level as last 
year, while sales to the manufacturing industry are projected to increase. We will also actively 
promote proposal activities incorporating new technologies such as demand forecast solutions 
as well as AI and cloud computing. Based on this, we expect sales to increase by 4% year over 
year.

[IT infrastructure services]

The Nishi-Tokyo Data Center and security businesses including ESET are expected to perform 
strongly, resulting in a 6% sales gain year on year.

[Engineering]

Embedded business sales are expected to increase through greater external business primarily 
for automotive applications. The CAD-focused solutions business is also expected to be solid and 
we expect to achieve an overall 5% gain year over year in the Engineering as a whole.
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